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ABSTRACT
Sonification of the generalised mutual information  was undertaken to reveal functional coupling between cortical regions for all possible paired combinations of 26 electrodes recorded during a 5 minute listening experience. Sounds were used to indicate the statistical significance of functional coupling for each time point – measured in 100 msec windows -  of every electrode. The sonification reveals that there are many moments within the listening experience where no statistically significant relationship between electrodes is apparent. Nonetheless many time points do show significance and there are particular moments where widespread and highly significant functional coupling is revealed through the method.
INTRODUCTION
The EEG represents the electrical activity of cortical neurons with a spatial resolution for each electrode representing the electrical activity of a circular patch of cortex with a radius of approximately 5cms and centred on the electrode in question. However the temporal accuracy of the EEG is high and set by the sampling rate of the recording.  As much of the EEG activity is not task related it is important to focus only on significant relationships within the data. The cross-spectral coherence between electrode pairs is one measure of signal relations that is interpreted as a measure of functional connectivity between electrodes. Coherence assumes a linear relationship between signals, however nonlinear relationships within the EEG  have been shown with varying degrees of certainty. One measure of functional coupling that does not assume linearity is the generalised mutual information or GMI (Pompe 1998).  The GMI was calculated in 100 msec windows to give a time series of functional coupling between all possible electrode pairs. The time series were then sonified to give an auditory representation of the most significant moments of functional coupling across the cortex during a 5 minute listening experience. 
Methods
Visual inspection of the EEG data revealed low frequency artefacts, but little or nothing impinging upon the alpha band (7-12Hz). Non-EEG channels were discarded and the remaining 26 channels of EEG were filtered using a Butterworth filter, band-pass 7Hz-12Hz, down 12 dB at 4 and 15 Hz respectively to produce 26 channels of alpha-band EEG. All possible combinations of electrode pairs (ie 26! parings) were tested for functional connectivity using the generalised mutual information algorithm (GMI) of Pompe (available from http://ap01.physik.uni-greifswald.de/~pompe ). This procedure is analogous to computing the cross-spectral coherence between two waveforms however both linear and nonlinear relationships are probed with the GMI. Software for computing the GMI is available from …… The algorithm was set with a tau value of 20. For any electrode pair the GMI was calculated in 1 sec windows then time shifted 100msecs to give a time series of  GMI values for the entire length of the EEG trace(s). 
The GMI time series were then post processed in MATLAB using software written by the author. The total number of GMI values across all pairings were sorted and GMI values corresponding to a probable occurrence of the 5%, 1%, .01% and .001%  to give levels of statistical significance based upon the empirical distribution of the GMI (that is, p-levels of .05, .01, .001, .0001). Time points for each of the significance levels and each pairing were then calculated. This gave a list of time points for each electrode pairing corresponding to whether that electrode pair demonstrated functional coupling at the 4 levels of significance. These time points were then sonified.
Sonification of the GMI time series was undertaken in cSound. Decision on the sounds was taken at an aesthetic level rather than an analytic one. Therefore the sounds used are not directly tied to the data and hence may be altered ‘according to taste’. The goal was to produce a musically interesting piece that nonetheless revealed the data relations. It was decided that the most significant events (ie those with the lowest probability of occurring ) should be most distinct. The sounds were chosen from “the csound catalogue” as follows: 
	instrument 1 (p = .0001 ) glockenspiel from the Varo_Pinkston collection  

instrument 2 (p=.001), drum1 and drumstick from physmod1 by Mikelson 
instrument 3 (p=.01), the Lorenz attractor from 19fractxt byMikelson 
instrument 4 (p=.05) the Simple Chaos instrument 7 from Mikelson
All sounds had a duration of 100 msecs. 
 
The attached files are organised according to electrode as per the original data so that gsHooper01 corresponds with ch01 (the fp1 electrode), and  gsHooper02 corresponds with ch02 (the fp2 electrode) and so forth. The wav files are to be associated with their respective electrode positions, so that gsHooper01 would be played at the fp1 location (17,0,1), gsHooper02 played at the fp2 location (343,0,1) etc. 
CONCLUSIONS
The sonification reveals useful information about the extent and levels of functional coupling throughout the listening experience. However it is limited in the amount of information available and does not replace a statistical analysis. With so many electrode pairings it was decided to only attach sounds to the significance levels rather than the individual pairings (325 pairings provides too many variables to sonify in an ‘approachable’ manner). Thus this study is limited to showing that significant events are occurring, which electrodes are involved in those pairings, but not necessarily which electrodes are paired with each other. For example, if only fp1 and fp2 are functionally coupled then they will be the only electrodes making a sound and hence their relationship obvious. However if fp1, fp2, o1 and o1 are functionally coupled at the same significance level then all will be making the same sound simultaneously. This means that it is only possible to tell that those four electrodes are engaged in functional relationships at that significance level but not which pairs are coupled in particular.
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